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Things I'll Never Say Dec 21 2021 Fifteen top young-adult authors let us in on provocative secrets in a fascinating
collection that will have readers talking. A baby no one knows about. A dangerous hidden identity. Off-limits hookups. A
parent whose problems your friends won’t understand. Everyone keeps secrets—from themselves, from their families, from
their friends—and secrets have a habit of shaping the lives around them. Acclaimed author Ann Angel brings together some
of today’s most gifted YA authors to explore, in a variety of genres, the nature of secrets: Do they make you stronger or
weaker? Do they alter your world when revealed? Do they divide your life into what you’ll tell and what you won’t? The one
thing these diverse stories share is a glimpse into the secret self we all keep hidden. With stories by: Ann Angel Kerry
Cohen Louise Hawes Varian Johnson erica l. kaufman Ron Koertge E. M. Kokie Chris Lynch Kekla Magoon Zoë Marriott
Katy Moran J. L. Powers Mary Ann Rodman Cynthia Leitich Smith Ellen Wittlinger
Undead Girl Gang May 14 2021 "A fun, fast read...it will resonate with readers who dabble in any sort of arts, dark or
otherwise." --NPR.org "With a singular and hilariously cutting teen voice, UNDEAD GIRL GANG is sure to be one of the
most talked-about YA novels of the year." --BookPage Veronica Mars meets The Craft when a teen girl investigates the
suspicious deaths of three classmates and accidentally ends up bringing them back to life to form a hilariously
unlikely--and unwilling--vigilante girl gang. Meet teenage Wiccan Mila Flores, who truly could not care less what you think
about her Doc Martens, her attitude, or her weight because she knows that, no matter what, her BFF Riley is right by her
side. So when Riley and Fairmont Academy mean girls June Phelan-Park and Dayton Nesseth die under suspicious
circumstances, Mila refuses to believe everyone's explanation that her BFF was involved in a suicide pact. Instead, armed
with a tube of lip gloss and an ancient grimoire, Mila does the unthinkable to uncover the truth: she brings the girls back to
life. Unfortunately, Riley, June, and Dayton have no recollection of their murders. But they do have unfinished business to
attend to. Now, with only seven days until the spell wears off and the girls return to their graves, Mila must wrangle the
distracted group of undead teens and work fast to discover their murderer...before the killer strikes again.
The Rock and the River Aug 29 2022 Winner of the ALA Coretta Scott King–John Steptoe New Talent Award, The Rock and
the River was described in a Booklist starred review as a “taut, eloquent first novel [that] will make readers feel what it
was like to be young, black, and militant.” The Time: 1968 The Place: Chicago For thirteen-year-old Sam it’s not easy being
the son of known civil rights activist Roland Childs. Especially when his older (and best friend), Stick, begins to drift away
from him for no apparent reason. And then it happens: Sam finds something that changes everything forever. Sam has
always had faith in his father, but when he finds literature about the Black Panthers under Stick’s bed, he’s not sure who to
believe: his father or his best friend. Suddenly, nothing feels certain anymore. Sam wants to believe that his father is right:
You can effect change without using violence. But as time goes on, Sam grows weary of standing by and watching as his
friends and family suffer at the hands of racism in their own community. Sam beings to explore the Panthers with Stick, but
soon he’s involved in something far more serious—and more dangerous—than he could have ever predicted. Sam is faced
with a difficult decision. Will he follow his father or his brother? His mind or his heart? The rock or the river?
Ruth and the Green Book Jul 04 2020 Ruth was so excited to take a trip in her family's new car! In the early 1950s, few
African Americans could afford to buy cars, so this would be an adventure. But she soon found out that black travelers
weren't treated very well in some towns. Many hotels and gas stations refused service to black people. Daddy was upset
about something called Jim Crow laws . . . Finally, a friendly attendant at a gas station showed Ruth's family The Green
Book. It listed all of the places that would welcome black travelers. With this guidebook—and the kindness of
strangers—Ruth could finally make a safe journey from Chicago to her grandma's house in Alabama. Ruth's story is fiction,
but The Green Book and its role in helping a generation of African American travelers avoid some of the indignities of Jim
Crow are historical fact.
Grace and Box Aug 17 2021 A little girl and a refrigerator box go on many adventures as they imagine all the things they
can be in this debut picture book from Kim Howard and Megan Lotter, Grace and Box...
Holidate Jun 22 2019 Candice Gaines loves Christmas. Not only does she bask in the twinkling lights, sing Christmas
carols and go crazy with the decorations, she’s also in the giving spirit, donating much of her time and wealth to various
charities in the local area. Charlie Sullivan despises Christmas. Though it keeps his family afloat, considering they own
Sullivan Family Christmas Tree Farm, the main provider for Christmas trees on the Monterey peninsula. He’d much rather
work among the trees versus have to deal with people. But Charlie’s parents are taking on more philanthropic
projects—and as their oldest child, they want him to be their official public representative. He just has to play nice and
convince everyone he’s not a total holiday hater. When Charlie’s mom asks Candice to accompany him to a variety of
holiday parties and events, she reluctantly agrees. She thinks Charlie is a big ol’ Grinch, but is determined to change his
mindset and help him spread Christmas cheer. Charlie finds Candice too chatty, too sweet, too much. Do people like her
really exist? Why yes, yes they do. The more time they spend together—along with a few kisses under the mistletoe—the
more they start to like each other. Hopefully Charlie can convince Candice he doesn’t have a heart that’s two sizes too
small before the ball drops on New Year’s Eve.

She Persisted: Ruby Bridges May 26 2022 Inspired by the #1 New York Times bestseller She Persisted by Chelsea Clinton
and Alexandra Boiger comes a chapter book series about women who stood up, spoke up and rose up against the odds! As
a first grader, Ruby Bridges was the first Black student to integrate William Frantz Elementary School in New Orleans,
Louisiana. This was no easy task, especially for a six-year-old. Ruby's bravery and perseverance inspired children and
adults alike to fight for equality and social justice. In this chapter book biography by award-winning author Kekla Magoon,
readers learn about the amazing life of Ruby Bridges--and how she persisted. Complete with an introduction from Chelsea
Clinton!
Sex Education in Schools Feb 08 2021 Examines the issue of sex education in schools.
Nelson Mandela Sep 25 2019 Discusses the life and achievements of Nelson Mandela, discussing his childhood, education,
family, and influence.
Brave Girl Jun 02 2020 An engagingly illustrated account of immigrant Clara Lemlich's pivotal role in the influential 1909
women laborer's strike describes how she worked grueling hours to acquire an education and support her family before
organizing a massive walkout to protest the unfair working conditions in New York's garment district. 25,000 first printing.
Revolution in Our Time: The Black Panther Party’s Promise to the People Sep 17 2021 A National Book Award Finalist A
Coretta Scott King Author Award Honor Book A Michael L. Printz Honor Book A Walter Dean Myers Honor Book With
passion and precision, Kekla Magoon relays an essential account of the Black Panthers—as militant revolutionaries and as
human rights advocates working to defend and protect their community. In this comprehensive, inspiring, and all-toorelevant history of the Black Panther Party, Kekla Magoon introduces readers to the Panthers’ community activism,
grounded in the concept of self-defense, which taught Black Americans how to protect and support themselves in a country
that treated them like second-class citizens. For too long the Panthers’ story has been a footnote to the civil rights
movement rather than what it was: a revolutionary socialist movement that drew thousands of members—mostly
women—and became the target of one of the most sustained repression efforts ever made by the U.S. government against
its own citizens. Revolution in Our Time puts the Panthers in the proper context of Black American history, from the first
arrival of enslaved people to the Black Lives Matter movement of today. Kekla Magoon’s eye-opening work invites a new
generation of readers grappling with injustices in the United States to learn from the Panthers’ history and courage,
inspiring them to take their own place in the ongoing fight for justice.
X Sep 05 2020 A 2016 Coretta Scott King Author Honor Book Cowritten by Malcolm X’s daughter, this riveting and
revealing novel follows the formative years of the man whose words and actions shook the world. Malcolm Little’s parents
have always told him that he can achieve anything, but from what he can tell, that’s a pack of lies—after all, his father’s
been murdered, his mother’s been taken away, and his dreams of becoming a lawyer have gotten him laughed out of
school. There’s no point in trying, he figures, and lured by the nightlife of Boston and New York, he escapes into a world of
fancy suits, jazz, girls, and reefer. But Malcolm’s efforts to leave the past behind lead him into increasingly dangerous
territory. Deep down, he knows that the freedom he’s found is only an illusion—and that he can’t run forever. X follows
Malcolm from his childhood to his imprisonment for theft at age twenty, when he found the faith that would lead him to
forge a new path and command a voice that still resonates today.
Saint Anything Aug 24 2019 Peyton, Sydney's charismatic older brother, has always been the star of the family, receiving
the lion's share of their parents' attention and - lately - concern. When Peyton's increasingly reckless behavior culminates
in an accident, a drunk driving conviction, and a jail sentence, Sydney is cast adrift, searching for her place in the family
and the world. When everyone else is so worried about Peyton, is she the only one concerned about the victim of the
accident? Enter the Chathams, a warm, chaotic family who run a pizza parlor, play bluegrass on weekends and pitch in to
care for their mother, who has multiple sclerosis. Here Sydney experiences unquestioning acceptance. And here she meets
Mac: gentle, watchful, and protective, who makes Sydney feel seen, really seen, for the first time.
Camo Girl Oct 31 2022 A poignant novel about a biracial girl living in the suburbs of Las Vegas examines the friendships
that grow out of, and despite, her race.
The Highest Tribute: Thurgood Marshall's Life, Leadership, and Legacy Jun 14 2021 A brilliant picture book biography
about Thurgood Marshall, who fought for equality during the Civil Rights Movement and served as the first Black justice on
the Supreme Court, from Coretta Scott King Honor winners Kekla Magoon and Laura Freeman. Growing up in Baltimore,
Thurgood Marshall could see that things weren’t fair. The laws said that Black and white people couldn’t use the same
schools, parks, or water fountains. When Thurgood had to read the Constitution as punishment for a prank at school, his
eyes were opened. It was clear to him that Jim Crow laws were wrong, and he was willing to do whatever it took to change
them. His determination to make sure all Americans were treated equally led him to law school and then the NAACP,
where he argued cases like Brown v. Board of Education in front of the Supreme Court. But to become a Justice on the
highest court in the land, Thurgood had to make space for himself every step of the way. Readers will be inspired by Kekla
Magoon’s concise text and Laura Freeman’s luminous illustrations, which bring Thurgood Marshall’s incredible legacy and
achievements to life. * An SLJ Best Book of the Year * A Jane Addams Children's Book Award Finalist * A Texas Topaz
Nonfiction selection * Wisconsin State Reading Association’s 2022 Picture This Recommendation List*
The Mad Wolf's Daughter Mar 31 2020 One dark night, Drest's sheltered life on a remote Scottish headland is shattered
when invading knights capture her family, but leave Drest behind. Her father, the Mad Wolf of the North, and her beloved
brothers are a fearsome war-band, but now Drest is the only one who can save them.
Fire in the Streets Jul 28 2022 What means more, shared values or shared blood? Maxie’s choice changes everything in
this acclaimed companion to The Rock and the River. Bad things happen in the heat, they say. Maxie knows all about how
fire can erupt at a moment’s notice, especially now, in the sweltering Chicago summer of 1968. She is a Black Panther—or
at least she wants to be one. Maxie believes in the movement. She wants to belong. She wants to join the struggle. But
everyone keeps telling her she’s too young. At fourteen, she’s allowed to help out in the office, but she certainly can’t help
patrol the streets. Then Maxie realizes that there is a traitor in their midst, and if she can figure out who it is, it may be her
ticket to becoming a real Panther. But when she learns the truth, the knowledge threatens to destroy her world. Maxie
must decide: Is becoming a Panther worth paying the ultimate price?
The Season of Styx Malone Feb 20 2022 A CORETTA SCOTT KING HONOR BOOK AND THE WINNER OF THE BOSTON
GLOBE HORN BOOK AWARD FOR FICTION! "Extraordinary friendships . . . extraordinary storytelling." --Rita Williams-

Garcia, Newbery Honor and Coretta Scott King Award-Winning author of One Crazy Summer Meet Caleb and Bobby Gene,
two brothers embarking on a madcap, heartwarming, one-thing-leads-to-another adventure in which friendships are forged,
loyalties are tested . . . and miracles just might happen. Caleb Franklin and his big brother Bobby Gene are excited to have
adventures in the woods behind their house. But Caleb dreams of venturing beyond their ordinary small town. Then Caleb
and Bobby Gene meet new neighbor Styx Malone. Styx is sixteen and oozes cool. Styx promises the brothers that together,
the three of them can pull off the Great Escalator Trade--exchanging one small thing for something better until they
achieve their wildest dream. But as the trades get bigger, the brothers soon find themselves in over their heads. Styx has
secrets--secrets so big they could ruin everything. Five best of the year lists! NPR, HornBook, Kirkus Reviews, SLJ, Shelf
Awareness Five starred reviews!
Our Library Jul 24 2019 When Miss Goose announces that the library is going to close forever, Raccoon and his friends
spring into action. Where will they get the help they need to save their beloved library? In books, of course! This cheery
tale from ever-popular author Eve Bunting shows how important libraries are to every community. Facing a dilemma that is
all too common in our human world today, the adorable animal denizens of Buttercup Meadow confront it with an inspiring
blend of ingenuity, teamwork, and imagination. Bright, playful illustrations enhance the light treatment of this serious
subject, in a story that celebrates the value of books in everyone’s lives.
37 Things I Love (in No Particular Order) Apr 12 2021 Fifteen-year-old Ellis recalls her favorite things as her mother's
desire to turn off the machines that have kept Ellis's father alive for two years fill the last four days of her sophomore year
with major changes in herself and her relationships.
Tyrell Feb 29 2020 An astonishing new voice in teen literature, writing what is sure to be one of the most talked-about
debuts of the year.Tyrell is a young African-American teen who can't get a break. He's living (for now) with his spaced-out
mother and little brother in a homeless shelter. His father's in jail. His girlfriend supports him, but he doesn't feel good
enough for her -- and seems to be always on the verge of doing the wrong thing around her. There's another girl at the
homeless shelter who is also after him, although the desires there are complicated. Tyrell feels he needs to score some
money to make things better. Will he end up following in his father's footsteps?
Mary Underwater Dec 09 2020 Now in paperback, inspired by Joan of Arc, a girl builds a submarine and pilots it across
the Chesapeake Bay to escape her abusive father in this gorgeous middle-grade debut Mary Murphy feels like she’s
drowning. Her violent father is home from prison, and the social worker is suspicious of her new bruises. An aunt she’s
never met keeps calling. And if she can’t get a good grade on her science project, she’ll fail her favorite class. But Mary
doesn’t want to be a victim anymore. She has a plan: build a real submarine, like the model she’s been making with Kip
Dwyer, the secretly sweet class clown. Gaining courage from her heroine, Joan of Arc, Mary vows to pilot a sub across the
Chesapeake Bay, risking her life in a modern crusade to save herself. Mary Underwater is an empowering tale of
persistence, heroism, and hope from a luminous new voice in middle-grade fiction.
Today the World Is Watching You Jul 16 2021 On September 4, 1957, nine African American teenagers made their way
toward Central High School in Little Rock, Arkansas. They didn t make it very far. Armed soldiers of the Arkansas National
Guard blocked most of them at the edge of campus. The three students who did make it onto campus faced an angry mob.
White citizens spit at them and shouted ugly racial slurs. No black students entered Central that day. And if the angry mob
had its way, black children would never attend school with white children. But the U.S. Supreme Court had ruled in 1955
that school segregation that is, separate schools for black children and white children was unconstitutional. The Court
ordered the nation s schools to be integrated. Nowhere was that process more hateful and more horrific than in Little
Rock. Eventually, the nine students did make it into Central High under the protection of army soldiers. Once inside
Central, they faced a never-ending torrent of abuse from white students. But the nine students persevered. Their courage
inspired the growing movement for African American civil rights.
Stay Sweet Nov 07 2020 From the author of The Last Boy and Girl in the World and The List comes a bold and sweet
summer read about first love, feminism, and ice cream. Summer in Sand Lake isn’t complete without a trip to Meade
Creamery—the local ice cream stand founded in 1944 by Molly Meade who started making ice cream to cheer up her
lovesick girlfriends while all the boys were away at war. Since then, the stand has been owned and managed exclusively by
local girls, who inevitably become the best for friends. Seventeen-year-old Amelia and her best friend Cate have worked at
the stand every summer for the past three years, and Amelia is “Head Girl” at the stand this summer. When Molly passes
away before Amelia even has her first day in charge, Amelia isn’t sure that stand can go on. That is, until Molly’s
grandnephew Grady arrives and asks Amelia to stay on to help continue the business…but Grady’s got some changes in
mind…
The Salem Witch Trials Mar 24 2022 Describes the history surrounding Salem's famous witch hunt and witch trials that
occurred during the late seventeenth century.
The Girl from Berlin May 02 2020 In the newest novel from internationally-bestselling author Ronald. H. Balson, Liam and
Catherine come to the aid of an old friend and are drawn into a property dispute in Tuscany that unearths long-buried
secrets An old friend calls Catherine Lockhart and Liam Taggart to his famous Italian restaurant to enlist their help. His
aunt is being evicted from her home in the Tuscan hills by a powerful corporation claiming they own the deeds, even
though she can produce her own set of deeds to her land. Catherine and Liam’s only clue is a bound handwritten
manuscript, entirely in German, and hidden in its pages is a story long-forgotten... Ada Baumgarten was born in Berlin in
1918, at the end of the war. The daughter of an accomplished first-chair violinist in the prestigious Berlin Philharmonic,
and herself a violin prodigy, Ada’s life was full of the rich culture of Berlin’s interwar society. She formed a deep
attachment to her childhood friend Kurt, but they were torn apart by the growing unrest as her Jewish family came under
suspicion. As the tides of history turned, it was her extraordinary talent that would carry her through an unraveling society
turned to war, and make her a target even as it saved her, allowing her to move to Bologna—though Italy was not the
haven her family had hoped, and further heartache awaited. What became of Ada? How is she connected to the conflicting
land deeds of a small Italian villa? As they dig through the layers of lies, corruption, and human evil, Catherine and Liam
uncover an unfinished story of heart, redemption, and hope—the ending of which is yet to be written. Don't miss Liam and
Catherine's lastest adventures in The Girl from Berlin!
Girl Mans Up Oct 26 2019 Lambda Literary Award Winner! “Pen is an inspiration to anyone who’s struggled to be

understood, and a vital addition to the growing world of genderqueer protagonists.” —New York Times Book Review All
Pen wants is to be the kind of girl she’s always been. So why does everyone have a problem with it? They think the way she
looks and acts means she’s trying to be a boy—that she should quit trying to be something she’s not. If she dresses like a
girl, and does what her folks want, it will show respect. If she takes orders and does what her friend Colby wants, it will
show her loyalty. But respect and loyalty, Pen discovers, are empty words. Old-world parents, disintegrating friendships,
and strong feelings for other girls drive Pen to see the truth—that in order to be who she truly wants to be, she’ll have to
man up. M. E. Girard’s Girl Mans Up is perfect for fans of Meredith Russo, Becky Albertalli, Alex Sanchez, and Jaye Robin
Brown! Entertainment Weekly Best YA Book of 2016 * Children’s Book Council Books Best Book of 2016 * Kirkus Reviews
Best Teen Coming-of-Age Novel of 2016 and Best Teen Book of 2016 with Unforgettable Protagonists * Publishers Weekly
Fall 2016 Flying Starts * William C. Morris YA Debut Award Finalist
How It Went Down Nov 19 2021 A Coretta Scott King Author Honor Book When sixteen-year-old Tariq Johnson dies from
two gunshot wounds, his community is thrown into an uproar. Tariq was black. The shooter, Jack Franklin, is white. In the
aftermath of Tariq's death, everyone has something to say, but no two accounts of the events line up. Day by day, new
twists further obscure the truth. Tariq's friends, family, and community struggle to make sense of the tragedy, and to cope
with the hole left behind when a life is cut short. In their own words, they grapple for a way to say with certainty: This is
how it went down. How It Went Down is a timely story by acclaimed author Kekla Magoon who won the Coretta Scott
King/John Steptoe Award for The Rock and the River, and whose book X :A Novel (written with Ilyasah Shabazz) was
longlisted for the National Book Award. This title has Common Core connections.
Shadows of Sherwood Apr 24 2022 "A compelling reboot of the Robin Hood myth." --Rick Riordan, bestselling author of
Percy Jackson & the Olympians The night her parents disappear, twelve-year-old Robyn Loxley must learn to fend for
herself. Her home, Nott City, has been taken over by a harsh governor, Ignomus Crown. After fleeing for her life, Robyn
has no choice but to join a band of strangers--misfit kids, each with their own special talent for mischief. Setting out to
right the wrongs of Crown's merciless government, they take their outlaw status in stride. But Robyn can't rest until she
finds her parents. As she pieces together clues from the night they disappeared, Robyn learns that her destiny is tied to the
future of Nott City in ways she never expected. Read all the books in the Robyn Hoodlum series: Shadows of Sherwood
Rebellion of Thieves Reign of Outlaws
Rebellion of Thieves Jan 28 2020 "A compelling reboot of the Robin Hood myth." --Rick Riordan, bestselling author of
Percy Jackson & the Olympians on Shadows of Sherwood Robyn Loxley can't rest now that she's the #1 Most Wanted
Fugitive, Robyn Hoodlum. The harsh Nott City governor, Ignomus Crown, may have increased the reward for her capture,
but this won't stop Robyn from masterminding her biggest mission yet: infiltrating the governor's mansion to rescue her
parents. The perfect opportunity arises when the Iron Teen contest comes to Sherwood. If Robyn scores high enough, she'll
be invited to a dinner at the mansion. But performing well in the contest could put her directly in Crown's sights. Can she
and her crew of misfit friends pull off such a grand scheme, or are they walking into bigger trouble than they can handle?
Read all the books in the Robyn Hoodlum series: Shadows of Sherwood Rebellion of Thieves Reign of Outlaws
The Girl with a Mind for Math Jan 10 2021 Meet Raye Montague―the hidden mastermind who made waves in the U.S.
Navy! After touring a German submarine in the early 1940s, young Raye set her sights on becoming an engineer. Little did
she know sexism and racial inequality would challenge that dream every step of the way, even keeping her greatest career
accomplishment a secret for decades. Through it all, the gifted mathematician persisted―finally gaining her well-deserved
title in history: a pioneer who changed the course of ship design forever. The Girl With a Mind for Math: The Story of Raye
Montague is the third book in a riveting educational series about the inspiring lives of amazing scientists. In addition to the
illustrated rhyming tale, you'll find a complete biography, fun facts, a colorful timeline of events, and even a note from
Montague herself!
The Zig Zag Girl Oct 19 2021 In the first in a compelling new series from Elly Griffiths, a band of magicians who served
together in WWII track a killer who's performing deadly tricks
The Last Children of Mill Creek Nov 27 2019 A moving memoir of a lost African American community in St. Louis
Cesar Chavez Dec 29 2019 Traces the life of the civil rights leader, who fought for the rights of migrant workers and
helped form the United Farm Workers union.
A Tyranny of Petticoats Mar 12 2021 From an impressive sisterhood of YA writers comes an edge-of-your-seat anthology of
historical fiction and fantasy featuring a diverse array of daring heroines. Crisscross America — on dogsleds and ships,
stagecoaches and trains — from pirate ships off the coast of the Carolinas to the peace, love, and protests of 1960s
Chicago. Join fifteen of today’s most talented writers of young adult literature on a thrill ride through history with
American girls charting their own course. They are monsters and mediums, bodyguards and barkeeps, screenwriters and
schoolteachers, heiresses and hobos. They're making their own way in often-hostile lands, using every weapon in their
arsenals, facing down murderers and marriage proposals. And they all have a story to tell. With stories by: J. Anderson
Coats Andrea Cremer Y. S. Lee Katherine Longshore Marie Lu Kekla Magoon Marissa Meyer Saundra Mitchell Beth Revis
Caroline Richmond Lindsay Smith Jessica Spotswood Robin Talley Leslye Walton Elizabeth Wein
Dinosaur Lady Oct 07 2020 This is the story of a woman who dared to dig, explore, and discover. This is the story of
Dinosaur Lady. Mary Anning loved scouring the beach near her home in England for shells and fossils. She fearlessly
climbed over crumbling cliffs and rocky peaks, searching for new specimens. One day, something caught Mary's eye.
Bones. Dinosaur Bones. Mary's discoveries rocked the world of science and helped create a brand-new field of study:
paleontology. But many people believed women couldn't be scientists, so Mary wasn't given the credit she deserved.
Nevertheless, Mary kept looking and learning more, making discoveries that reshaped scientific beliefs about the natural
world. Dinosaur Lady is a beautiful and brilliant picture book that will enlighten children about the discovery of the
dinosaurs and the importance of female scientists. It also includes a timeline of Mary Anning's life and lots of fantastic
fossil facts!
X Jan 22 2022 Large Print�s increased font size and wider line spacing maximizes reading legibility, and has been proven
to advance comprehension, improve fluency, reduce eye fatigue, and boost engagement in young readers of all abilities,
especially struggling, reluctant, and striving readers.
How It Went Down Jun 26 2022 A 2015 Coretta Scott King Author Honor Book When sixteen-year-old Tariq Johnson dies

from two gunshot wounds, his community is thrown into an uproar. Tariq was black. The shooter, Jack Franklin, is white. In
the aftermath of Tariq's death, everyone has something to say, but no two accounts of the events line up. Day by day, new
twists further obscure the truth. Tariq's friends, family, and community struggle to make sense of the tragedy, and to cope
with the hole left behind when a life is cut short. In their own words, they grapple for a way to say with certainty: This is
how it went down. This title has Common Core connections.
The Last Summer of the Garrett Girls Aug 05 2020 One summer will challenge everything the Garrett sisters thought they
knew about themselves—and each other in this captivating new novel by Jessica Spotswood. As the oldest, Des shoulders a
lot of responsibility for her family and their independent bookstore. Except it's hard to dream big when she's so busy taking
care of everyone else. Vi has a crush on the girl next door. It makes her happy and nervous, but Cece has a boyfriend...so
it's not like her feelings could ever be reciprocated, right? Kat lands the lead in the community theater's summer play, but
the drama spills offstage when her ex and his new girlfriend are cast too. Can she get revenge by staging a new romance of
her own? Bea and her boyfriend are heading off to college together in the fall, just like they planned when they started
dating. But Bea isn't sure she wants the same things as when she was thirteen... Told through four alternating points of
view, readers will laugh, cry, and fall in love alongside the Garrett girls.
Light It Up Sep 29 2022 Told in a series of vignettes from multiple viewpoints, Kekla Magoon's Light It Up is a powerful,
layered story about injustice and strength—as well as an incredible follow-up to the highly acclaimed novel How It Went
Down. A girl walks home from school. She's tall for her age. She's wearing her winter coat. Her headphones are in. She's
hurrying. She never makes it home. In the aftermath, while law enforcement tries to justify the response, one fact remains:
a police officer has shot and killed an unarmed thirteen-year-old girl. The community is thrown into upheaval, leading to
unrest, a growing movement to protest the senseless taking of black lives, and the arrival of white supremacist counter
demonstrators.
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